
Ross Bradley
5 h · 

Rob ... need not prove to all that he is a Dill...

The question remains unanswered... Has the President of the Court of 
Appeal made a mistake?
Here: https://tinyurl.com/yxzp4aal
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 ·   · 4 h

Rob Pseudy
The question was answered.
Like Reply

 ·   · 3 h

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy If you continue to remain in denial of
the founding Charters of Justice, then you will
never learn.

The QCA (when deciding a matter in a duly
constituted Court of Record) knows full well what
they mean...
Yet, you will remain in denial, of Fact.

Here: https://www.foundingdocs.gov.au/item-sdid-
71.html
Click on, to read

Like Reply
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 ·   · 3 h

Rob Pseudy
You don't seem to get the point. I've already
established that the charters have been
overwritten, and the parliament is empowered to
do so. You're living in the past, hence you remain a
serial litigation failure, an inability to learn better.
Like Reply

 ·   · 3 h

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy READ IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Like Reply

 ·   · 3 m

Rob Pseudy
Already addressed in the thread below and other
threads. I'm not repeating myself just because you
have memory issues.
Like Reply

Write a reply…

 ·   · 2 h

Gary N Wendy Jackson
The Charter’s may be ‘over-written ‘, added to, modified,
Yet Not with Anything that would be Repugnant to the
Equal members of the Crown... the point being made is
that No one has Challenged the Validity of any
‘modification ‘and even IF anyone Did Challenge the
Validity would the challenge be Heard and Adjudged in a
Properly constituted court ?
Like Reply

Hide 78 replies

 ·   · 2 h · Edited

Ross Bradley
Gary N WendyThat is the point. Back in 2000 the
COURT OF RECORD being a duly constituted COA,
used the Charter in the deciding the matter.

I doubt a Charter can be over-written other than by
the issuer of a Charter.

1Like Reply

 ·   · 2 h

Gary N Wendy Jackson
Ross, Good point... with the Usurpers convincing
almost everyone that their ‘modifications’ are
legitimate...
Like Reply
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 ·   · 2 h

Ross Bradley
Gary N Wendy...in their minds, they think they are
legitimate.

Is it any wonder why they only hear our matters
down in their jurisdiction?
Like Reply

 ·   · 2 h

Ross Bradley
Gary N Wendy..Rob knows he is wrong... Yet, he is
"just doing his job", is what I assume...

1Like Reply

 ·   · 2 h

Gary N Wendy Jackson
Ross, the Two Rob’s, and Other knockers, et al, like
to point-out a ‘loss rate’, yet we Know that even
though we have seen the odd Honourable ‘judicial
officer’, your cases have been Flick-passed, to use a
Rugby term, to an Imposter, with an allegiance to
the STATE and NOT the Crown...Most People
wouldn’t Recognise a True Crown court, because it
all looks ‘similar ‘...
Like Reply

 ·   · 2 h

Ross Bradley
Gary N Wendy ... and those that are not a properly
sworn judicial Officer get very uncomfortable when
put to the test.
We have seen that.

1Like Reply

 ·   · 2 h

Rob Pseudy
Gary N Wendy Jackson You don't mind if I
interrupt you two fellas stroking each others cocks
do you? What do you mean by "two Rob's"? 
Like Reply

 ·   · 2 h

Rob Pseudy
Gary N Wendy Jackson "The Charter’s may be
‘over-written ‘, added to, modified..."

Where do you get that idea, and why is it directly
opposite to what you wrote yesterday? 
Like Reply

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy Back in 2000 the COURT OF RECORD
being a duly constituted COA, used the Charter in
the deciding the matter.

The CROWN's jurisdiction.
18
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And you still don't understand what this means?

Like Reply

 ·   · 2 h

Gary N Wendy Jackson
Rob Pseudy , ha ha ha, your newest, bestest fan
and assumed mate, and SJW, to boot, Rob Bell...
Like Reply

 ·   · 2 h

Rob Pseudy
No they didn't. Cite an actual passage in the case
that says they did, and what section they relied on.
There are plenty of cases that confirm that the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court come from the
Charters, and they also include why it's no longer
relevant.
Like Reply

 ·   · 2 h

Rob Pseudy
Rob Bell? Don't know him.
Like Reply

 ·   · 2 h

Gary N Wendy Jackson
Rob, no way, he’s been posting your stuff like a
new bug eyed bushy tailed best mate... i knew that
he loves ‘Legislation ‘ , saw his posts, and thought,
“geez, there’s a sad sight, the Two Rob’s getting it
on”... ha ha ha
Like Reply

 ·   · 2 h · Edited

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy you say...

< There are plenty of cases that confirm that the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court come from the
Charters, and they also include why it's no longer
relevant. >
Show us just 3 of them?

The actual quote used and in what jurisdiction was
the matters decided within?
It should be obvious that they are not relevant in
matters decided in an inferior jurisdiction yet if
raised (when before an honourable judicial Officer),
then the Law must prevail.

They disregard this.
1Like Reply

Ross Bradley
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They disregard this because they are not
authorised to apply it. You just don't get it.

1
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
Ross Bradley I already did earlier, I cited Estate de
Wild, deceased [2019] NSWSC 1128 to confirm
ecclesiastical jurisdiction is merely matters of
probate, and Re AAA; Report on a Protected
Person’s Attainment of the Age of Majority [2016]
NSWSC 805 to confirm the Charters can be
overwritten, which they had been by many
subsequent enactments.
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h · Edited

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy Tell us where the learned president of
the Court of Appeal get's his authority from?

You don't realise that registrars are putting my
matters down in the state's inferior jurisdiction.
Quote: ....... [It is] "hard to understand why the
applicant was
agitating his complaints before this court, which is
one that has been established under the laws that
he says do not apply to him."

1Like Reply

 ·   ·   · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
You will note that Queensland Law Society Inc v
Smith [2000] QCA 109 was determined in relation
to s 3B of the Queensland Law Society Act 1952,
and only mentioned the Charter ONCE in the whole
case, in relation to the origins of the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court of Queensland, the subject
matter which had since come under the
Queensland Law Society Act 1952. Read it yourself.

This is why you should post links instead of snipped
passages taken out of context.
https://jade.io/article/206929

JADE.IO

Queensland Law Society Inc v
Smith - [2000] QCA 109 - [200…

1Like Reply Remove Preview

· · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
We've already been there. Every law in Queensland
is legislation.
Like Reply
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Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy "I already did earlier, I cited Estate de
Wild, deceased [2019] NSWSC 1128"

And my reply?
re; Estate de Wild, deceased [2019] NSWSC 1128

Read it!!
< issued pursuant to the Imperial Statute for Geo
IV c 96, colloquially known as the New South Wales
Act 1823 (Imp), section 10 of which authorised
establishment of the Court as a court of
“ecclesiastical” (that is, probate) jurisdiction. >

So the state simply codifies the Law and think they
can give themselves the AUTHORITY (or pass it on
to inferior members of the judiciary) to "enforce"
over a man or woman's own body-politic?
They sure can. Yet, it can only ever relates to those
within the state's own body-politic and jurisdiction.

You and so many do not yet know the distinction
between those two words "Authority" (that can
only be "vested", at Law) and the many
"jurisdictions", that only those authorised (with an
allegiance sworn) judicial Officers of the CROWN,
can have the absolute authority to decide matters
over.
"Authority" (for all, certain proper Officers) can only
ever come for the Law, that binds the CROWN.

Learn why, is what I keep telling you.
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
That wasn't a reply, it ignored the ratio in the
judgment, which was that ecclesiastical jurisdiction
merely relates to matters of probate.
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy You are a dope!!!!!
Like Reply
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Rob Pseudy
As “A General Introduction to the Supreme Court
Act, 1970” explains, the ecclesiastical jurisdiction
was vested in the Supreme Court by the Australian
Courts Act 1828, and the full extent of that
jurisdiction was contained in section 12, which
states:

“Supreme courts to have ecclesiastical jurisdiction.
The said supreme courts respectively shall be
courts of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and shall have
full power and authority to administer and execute
within New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land,
and the dependencies thereof respectively, such
ecclesiastical jurisdiction and authority as hath
been or shall be committed to the said supreme
courts respectively by his Majesty’s said charters or
letters patent so issued or to be issued as aforesaid:
provided that in all cases where the executor or
executors of any will, upon being duly cited, shall
refuse or neglect to take out probate, or where the
next of kin shall be absent, and the effects of the
deceased shall appear to the said courts
respectively to be exposed and liable to waste, it
shall be lawful for the said courts respectively to
authorize and empower the registrar or other
ministerial officer of the said supreme courts
respectively to collect such effects, and hold or
deposit or invest the same in such manner and
place, or upon such security, and subject to such
orders and directions as shall be made, either as
applicable in all such cases, or specially in any case,
by the said courts respectively, in respect of the
custody, control, or disposal thereof.”
So again, this subject matter is specifically for the
purposes of probate, relating to wills and deceased
estates, and cannot be applied to other matters,
which are provided for under various other
jurisdictions that were vested in the Supreme Court,
such as civil, criminal, equitable, and insolvency
jurisdictions.
Like Reply

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy You have never seen this link, until
today.

https://archive.org/.../elementsofeccles01smituoft_
djvu.txt
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 ·   · 1 h · EditedLike Reply

 ·   · 1 h · Edited

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy .. <"The said supreme courts
respectively shall be courts of ecclesiastical
jurisdiction, and shall have full power and authority
to administer and execute .." >

Legislation can never "authorise" proper
(Honourable) judicial Officers of the CROWN.
Because the Honorable members of the judiciary
are all within the CROWN's superior jurisdiction.

As is, the state. Being a body-politic, at the
ecclesiastical Law.
As are, the Banks. Westpac and CBA and some
15,000 more duly incorporated "legal entities" here
in Australia.

You don't think so?
https://www.afr.com/companies/financial-
services/westpac-removed-compliance-officer-
who-reported-breach-20191125-p53dqd?
fbclid=IwAR0QHY9505ENpfDpncFPBir07De6Jp7Ok
SwB59GVYJ4EvRBh2gu7qeFuUoY&fbclid=IwAR1My
emF2kNsDDmv9adEdlVrp-
HQSdXeShFIYwx9wT5cZH0dmDrMjYh1xIQ

AFR.COM

Westpac removed compliance
officer who reported breach

Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy Yet, you will deny this. ^^^^^
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy What Law has authority over Pope
Francis?
Like Reply
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Rob Pseudy
Your link is irrelevant. We aren't discussing the
ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the church, we are
discussing the ecclesiastical jurisdiction empowered
by the Charters of Justice 1823, which was brought
into law by the Australian Courts Act 1828, and is
limited to the subject matters within section 12
which is probate, as cited above.

The following comment is merely your own
unsubstantiated meandering confused opinion,
that has already been rejected by the courts, and
thoroughly overruled by the principles of
parliamentary supremacy and responsible
government, both of which are binding on the
courts.
For some delusional reason you think that
repeating provably false ideas like this over and
over (like you are trying to convince yourself) gives
them more credibility, but sadly, it doesn't.

Of course I will deny it, as will every court in
Australia, and anyone with any legitimate education
in law.
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy you say: "We aren't discussing the
ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the church"
Are you unaware that churches have their own
canon law jurisdiction?

I knew you don't grasp jurisdictions. Let alone
authority.

1Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
I don't give a shit what churches have, I'm
discussing what was meant by ecclesiastical
jurisdiction in the Charters, as brought into law by
the Australian Courts Act 1828.
Like Reply

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy "we are discussing the ecclesiastical
jurisdiction empowered by the Charters of Justice
1823"
That is at the Law that binds the ecclesiastical
jurisdiction, under the CROWN.
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 ·   · 1 h · EditedLike Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy tell us what your own jurisdiction is.

Thanks.
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
You are talking gibberish again. Stay on point.
Show me WHERE in the Charters ecclesiastical
jurisdiction relates to anything more than I've
stated here. I'm not interested in your opinions, cite
the passages.
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy Is Australia and all states, (are they), an
ecclesiastical entity? A body-politic?
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
Answer the fucking question. Provide your
evidence.
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
The Third Charter of Justice for New South Wales:
14. And whereas, in the said Act of Parliament it is
enacted, "That the said courts shall have
cognizance of all pleas, civil, criminal or mixed"; and
the jurisdiction of the said courts, in all such cases,
is thereby settled and ascertained: And it is thereby
enacted, "That the said courts shall be Courts of
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, and shall have full power
and authority to administer and execute, within
New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land, and the
dependencies thereof, such ecclesiastical
jurisdiction and authority as shall be committed to
the said Supreme Courts, by Our Charter or Letters
Patent".
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
That is the only two times the word ecclesiastical
appears in the Charter. The rest is in your
imagination.
Like Reply
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Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy "Show me WHERE in the Charters
ecclesiastical jurisdiction relates to anything more
than I've stated here.."

You fool.
Click on, to learn

Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
You debunk yourself lol. Did you not see the words
PROBATE and WILLS in there? That is the extent of
the jurisdiction.
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy "with full power"... who is the fool? 
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy "That is the extent of the jurisdiction."

And that authority comes from?
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
TO DO WHAT? TO GRANT PROBATES.
Like Reply

 ·   · 1 h

Rob Pseudy
What is a PROBATE Ross Bradley ????
Like Reply

· · 1 h

Ross Bradley
It is the same "authority" that governs the Banks...
You simply cannot be told anything...

Like Reply
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 ·   · 59 m

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy What authority governs the Banks?
Like Reply

 ·   · 57 m

Rob Pseudy
Before you run ahead with your pants around your
ankles, you are yet to provide any evidence in the
Charters that ecclesiastical jurisdiction means any
more than I've stated here. So far you've only
proved it correct, it has full power to grant
probates, and matters pertaining to wills and
testaments, exactly what I've said.
Like Reply

 ·   · 56 m

Ross Bradley
Rob ... what is the ecclesiastical jurisdiction,
globally?
Like Reply

 ·   · 54 m

Rob Pseudy
Hang on, you haven't responded and provided
evidence in the Charters yet. Stop avoiding the
point. Answer the fucking question.
Like Reply

 ·   · 53 m

Rob Pseudy
I'm not interested in your imagination, I've already
made that clear cite the fucking passage in the
Charter.
Like Reply

 ·   · 53 m · Edited

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy ...... Are not the Big Banks (and some
15,000 or more other duly incorporated entities)
"registered" within the Registry of "legal person", at
Law? What Law is that?
Like Reply

 ·   · 52 m

Rob Pseudy
You are desperately avoiding responding here
aren't you? Desperately trying to divert to other
issues. I'm not taking the bait. Answer the fucking
question. Provide the evidence in the Charter.
Like Reply

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy ..again?

Click on, to read
Here: https://tinyurl.com/yy293cve
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Rob Pseudy
That's not the Charter. Your desperation should be
obvious for everyone reading. You obviously can't
provide evidence for your assertion regarding the
extent of ecclesiastical jurisdiction as provided in
the Charters.
Like Reply

 ·   · 49 m · Edited

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy "The Supreme Court of News South
Wales are to be a Court of Ecclesiastical
jurisdiction" .... is what the Charter says...

P5/8
https://www.foundingdocs.gov.au/.../nsw3iii_doc_1
823.pdf
Rob, can a woman be half-pregnant?

Like Reply

 ·   · 47 m

Rob Pseudy
The extent of that jurisdiction is provided for in the
Charter. What does it say?
Like Reply

 ·   · 47 m · Edited

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy ....... Are not the Big Banks (and some
15,000 or more other duly incorporated entities)
"registered" within the Registry of "legal person", at
Law? What Law is that?

Here: https://tinyurl.com/yy293cve
Like Reply

 ·   · 46 m

Rob Pseudy
Stop avoiding, and answer.
Like Reply

 ·   · 45 m

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy ....... Are not the Big Banks (and some
15,000 or more other duly incorporated entities)
"registered" within the Registry of "legal person", at
Law? What Law is that?
Here: https://tinyurl.com/yy293cve
Like Reply

Ross Bradley
(some 15,000 or more other duly incorporated
entities in Australia.)
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 ·   · 40 m

Rob Pseudy
No I'm not chasing that butterfly just because you
point to it. Answer the question.
Like Reply

 ·   · 37 m · Edited

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy If the Charter of Justice 1823 only
provided the authority to the Supreme Courts ..........
with the ecclesiastical jurisdiction for Probate, then
how could the QCA (a Court of Record) in 2000,
have had the authority over solicitors.... as O… See
more

Like Reply

 ·   · 35 m

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy what does Australian law say?
(Precedent)

BWAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaah! Wrong jurisdiction. 
Like Reply

 ·   · 33 m

Rob Pseudy
Because ecclesiastical wasn't the only jurisdiction
granted by the Charters. There was also civil,
criminal, equity, and a range of others. That is a
point you are in denial of, yet it states so in the
Charter itself.
Like Reply
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Rob Pseudy
Not falling for you quoting half a sentence either.

"...the Supreme Court of New South Wales shall be
a Court of Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction with full power
to grant PROBATES under the Seal of the said
Court of the LAST WILLS AND TESTAMENTS of all
or any of the Inhabitants of that part of the said
Colony and its Dependencies situate in the Island
of New Holland and of all other Persons who shall
DIE and leave Personal Effects within that part of
the said Colony and to commit Letters of
Administration under the Seal of the said Court of
the Goods Chattels Credits and all other Effects
whatsoever of the Persons aforesaid who shall DIE
intestate or who shall not have named an
EXECUTOR resident within that part of the said
Colony and its dependencies or where the
EXECUTOR being duly cited shall not appear and
sue forth such PROBATE annexing the WILL to the
said Letters of Administration when such persons
shall have left a WILL without naming any
EXECUTOR or any person for EXECUTOR who shall
then be alive and resident within that part of the
said Colony and its Dependencies and who being
duly cited thereunto will approve and sue forth a
PROBATE thereof and to sequester the Goods and
Chattels Credits and other Effects whatsoever of
such persons so dying in cases allowed by Law as
the same is and may be now used in the Diocese of
London..."
Like Reply

 ·   · 31 m

Rob Pseudy
Again, ecclesiastical only relates to matters of
PROBATE.
Like Reply

 ·   · 30 m

Rob Pseudy
And you want it to hear a fucking traffic matter?
You have no idea how stupid that is.
Like Reply

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy If the Charter of Justice 1823 only
provided the authority to the Supreme Courts ..........
with the ecclesiastical jurisdiction for Probate, then
how could the QCA (a Court of Record) in 2000,
have had the authority over solicitors.... as Officers
of the Court? (CROWN )
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of the Court? (CROWN.)
Click on, and learn.

Like Reply

 ·   · 29 m · Edited

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy Is R v BRADLEY the ecclesiastical
jurisdiction?

Like Reply

 ·   · 29 m

Rob Pseudy
I already answered the solicitor question above.
Like Reply

 ·   · 27 m

Rob Pseudy
Come on, you say you know your way around the
Charters, cite the passage relating to solicitors that
the court referred to. 
Like Reply

 ·   · 27 m

Ross Bradley
Rob Is R v BRADLEY the ecclesiastical jurisdiction?

Like Reply

 ·   · 25 m

Rob Pseudy
Stop diverting, stay on point, you appear
desperate.
Like Reply 18
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 ·   · 22 m

Rob Pseudy
"AND WE DO hereby authorize and empower the
said Supreme Court of New South Wales to
approve admit and enrol such and so many
persons having been admitted Barristers at Law or
Advocates in Great Britain or Ireland or having
been admitted Writers Attornies or Solicitors in one
of our Courts at Westminster Dublin or Edinburgh
or having been admitted as Proctors in any
Ecclesiastical Court in England to act as well in the
Character of Barristers and Advocates as of
Proctors Attornies and Solicitors in the said Court
and which persons so approved admitted and
enrolled as aforesaid shall be and are hereby
authorized to appear and plead and act for the
Suitors of the said Court Subject always to be
removed by the said Court from their station
therein upon reasonable cause AND WE DO
declare that no other person or persons
whatsoever shall be allowed to appear and plead or
act in the Supreme Court of New South Wales for
and on behalf of such Suitors or any of them
PROVIDED ALWAYS and we do ordain and declare
that in case there shall not he a sufficient number
of such Barristers at Law Advocates Writers
Attornies Solicitors and Proctors within the said
Colony competent and willing to appear and act for
the Suitors of the said Court then and in that case
the said Supreme Court of New South Wales shall
and is hereby authorized to admit as many other fit
and proper persons to appear and act as Barristers
Advocates Proctors Attornies and Solicitors as may
be necessary according to such general rules and
qualifications as the said Court shall for that
purpose make and establish provided that the said
Court shall not admit any person to act in any or
either of the characters aforesaid who bath been by
due course of Law convicted of any crime which
according to any law now in force in England would
disqualify him from appearing and acting in any of
our Courts of Record at Westminster."
Like Reply

 ·   · 20 m

Rob Pseudy
THAT is what the court referred to. 
Like Reply
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 ·   · 16 m

Ross Bradley
Rob ... What authority is a Charter proclaimed
under?

A clue? Look at the Coat of Arms

Like Reply

 ·   · 13 m

Ross Bradley
Rob Pseudy You "dodge" many questions, don't
you.
Because you don't know the answers, that is why.

Is R v BRADLEY the ecclesiastical jurisdiction?
Like Reply

 ·   · 6 m

Rob Pseudy
I haven't dodged any questions, I called them for
what they are, deperate avoidance at answering the
question to provide evidence in the Charter that
ecclesiastical jurisdiction is any broader than what
I've stated, to do with probates and wills.
And you still haven't answered either, HAVE YOU?

Instead, I've provided the complete sentence you
omitted in attempt to indulge your delusion,
proving that ecclesiastic jurisdiction only relates to
probates and wills.
And then you ask me if a fucking traffic matter was
heard in a jurisdiction that only relates to probates
and wills? This is why Australia is laughing at you.
Like Reply

 ·   · 4 m

Rob Pseudy
I don't need clues, not interested in your
imagination, I've already made that clear. EXPLICIT,
SUCCINCT, DIRECTLY STATED, or fuck off.
Like Reply

Write a reply…
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